Shooting of George Wallace Part of a Conspiracy, Say 7 Well-Known Psychics

By JACK KELLEY

The shooting of Alabama Governor George Wallace was part of a carefully planned conspiracy and not the isolated act of a lone gunman, according to seven well-known psychics queried by The ENQUIRER.

"There is no doubt that a conspiracy existed to kill George Wallace," declared famous author-psychic Sybil Leek. "The man who pulled the trigger was only a tool being used by an organized group of people."

"The plot had been set up for some time."

Rev. David Bubar, who faced the death of Senator Everett Dirksen and the linking of three Russian space ships, agreed. "The Wallace shooting is certainly a conspiracy," he said.

"It is hard to see exactly how many people are involved. But I do know that it is a large group which includes world financiers and industrialists, and people who would be regarded as very patriotic Americans."

The opinion of Sean Harribance, called "the most amazing psychic in the world to-day" by internationally known expert Dr. J.B. Rhine, was remarkably similar. Harribance said, "There was a whole organization - a private organization supported by some millionaires, among many others - that planned the shooting."

And Joseph DeLouise, who publicly predicted "a tragedy involving the Kennedy family and water" just two months before the Mary Jo Kopechne drowning, said: "The organization behind the gunman are composed of people who would benefit from strife and civil unrest in this country.

"There is the possibility they may even try again to kill Wallace. I see danger still lurking around the Governor. But I don't think any other attempt on his life will succeed."

Psychic Lotte Von Strahl, who has astounded countless celebrities with the uncanny accuracy of her predictions, told The ENQUIRER: "This deed was not something done on impulse.

"This event was carefully calculated, point by point. The gunman is part of a conspiracy in which he wanted to be the queen bee and insisted on doing the actual shooting."

San Diego, Calif., psychic Clara Schuff said, "This man who shot Governor Wallace was not alone. He fired the gun but there were others involved in this plot."

And noted Georgina psychic Ralph "Doc" Anderson, said of the gunman: "He is just a pawn in the whole thing, an unbalanced character who was told he would become popular and famous."

"He was steered into this act by members of a militant group. And this group is mixed - black and white, men and women."

Anderson also predicted that Wallace would bounce back physically from his crippling wounds and recover the ability to walk - a belief shared by six of the seven psychics. Amazingly, four of the psychics independently expressed the belief that the man who gunned down Wallace was "brainwashed" by those who plotted the shooting.

"The young man who attempted to kill George Wallace was under some form of mind control or hypnosis," said Joseph DeLouise.

"This man was brainwashed. He was convinced the shooting would make him popular."

Said Sybil Leek: The gunman was programmed for a couple of years and literally brainwashed into deciding on the attempt. He was told, 'You can save this country and be a great hero.' This was in his mind when he fired the shots."

Bubar added: "The gunman was told to do the shooting. He was told it was patriotic and was brainwashed into it."

And Sean Harribance said, "The wealthy organization that plotted the shooting used psychology to prompt the gunman. They agitated him emotionally into committing the act."